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Machine learning is a technique by which we train machine by programming it for the desired system
and for task (prediction) and give them the ability to predict values of data. Machine learning is
closely related to statistics, data analysis techniques, data mining, artificial intelligence and work
out using datasets provided to them. It is related to and has the ability to do analysis through
regression and gives methods, theory application and helps in development of different fields in
different domains and helps provide solution to many real life problems. Machine learning is related
with data mining and neural network to get a prediction, where the project focuses on collected
data analysis and this method of classification is known as unsupervised learning. Machine learning
can also be unsupervised and be used to learn and establish behavioral profiles and group similar
types of data entities and is used to find meaningful patterns in the dataset and results using the
prediction. Prediction of heart disease classified users from dataset of UCI data repository into
5 classes. Goal of the project is to classify users into classes which is non-zero (1, 2, 3 or 4) for
severity of presence and zero for absence of heart disease and also to measure the correctness of
our classifier. PCA Dimensionality Reduction, Linear SVM, RBF SVM, Stratified K -Means Algorithm.
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Support Vector Machines is supervised learning algo1. INTRODUCTION
rithm (whose function are present in python for direct use)
Datasets are provided by UCI data repository for Machine
to solve multiclass classification problem.
Learning for Heart Disease diagnosis. The datasets is
Now, there are 2 kinds of problem. One those are linCleveland Clinic Foundation. The dataset is datasets genearly separable and other are non-linearly separable. For
erated from patients disease records and they contains
75 attributes including a which also contains a prediction
linearly separable problems, SVM uses a linear kernel
attribute, which tells about the level of disease on level of
which classifies dataset among different classes using a lin1 to 4 or not at all present. For our purposes, we have used
ear hyperplane. For non-linearly separable problem, SVM
Cleveland database. This database contains 76 attributes
uses a RBF kernel which is a non-linear kernel function
but for our experiment purposes we are using best 14 of
because no hyperplane is sufficient enough to accurately
those attributes. All attributes are numeric-valued.
classify data. Stratification the process of arranging the
PCA convert data from high dimensional space to lower
data as to ensure each fold is a good representative of
dimensional space. It is a statistical method in which the
whole. The folds are distributed in a way in which each
observed raw data set, which might be correlated in nature,
fold has equal mean value in them so that there is no
is converted into linearly uncorrelated variables. PCA can
redundancy and problem in prediction.
be computed by mean centering the data and performing
an SVD on it and taking the first few columns (principal
2. LITERATURE SURVEY
components) of the V matrix produced by SVD as the
Numerous researches are going on in the field of medical
principal components in Eq. (1),
and majorly in heart disease sector so that people can be
diagnosed as early as possible [1]. They have used differX = U ∧ VT
(1)
ent methods like machine learning, data mining, artificial
Where, X is the data matrix, is the diagonal eigenvalue
intelligence, neural networks to give solutions to different
matrix and U and V are unitary matrices.
problems and developed an intelligent heart disease prediction system, used different concepts like data mining
∗
techniques Naive Bayes, Neural Network, and Decision
Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.
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Trees. Each has its own strengths and accuracy rate with
3.2. Scaling
which it operates [2]. Dependencies between features are
Scaling of dataset is very important before we apply SVM
found using these methods which lets us build proper preto it, the main advantage of scaling is to the attributes in
diction models.
higher range comparable to attributes in lower range so
In the work is developed and showed the characteristhat he deviation is not way too much. One more advantage
tics of HRV (Heart Rate Variability) to give prediction
is that it helps to avoid numerical difficulties as deviation
and accuracy through different algorithms, they used sevin values of the attribute is not much. Because it all depend
eral classifiers and methods like for e.g., Bayesian Classion the products of feature vectors obtain from data vector
fiers, Classification based on Multiple Association Rules,
produced by SVM and effects the kernel values, e.g., Large
Decision Tree and SVM (Support Vector Machine) [3].
attribute values might cause numerical problems and probSVMs approach is a useful and powerful tool for data claslem in calculation of result and making prediction [6].
sification and predicting values. Although support vector
machines are considered simpler than Neural Networks but
3.3. Model Selection
it has its own drawbacks. A classification invloes to divide
We have to select among the four common kernels dependthe dataset into two sets one is training set and the other is
ing upon the system or model we are developing decide
test set and then operating on them. Each instance of the
and choose which one is best for the problem statement
train sample has one targeted value i.e., the class labels and
and which will suit the problem statement the best and proseveral attributes (i.e., observed variables features). SVM’s
vide the best result. Then the penalty or the fault paramgoal is producing a system based on the training data and
eter C alongside with the kernel parameters is chosen so
test data which predicts targeted values of the dataset given
that accuracy can be calculated on every miss of the accuand some missing features values. Given set of training
rate data.
pairs (xi yi) and where xi ∈ Rn and yi ∈ 1 −1l, in the
SVM. Training vectors are traces to higher dimensional
3.4. RBF Kernel
space to different dataset feature [4]. SVM produces a linThe RBF is the best first choice as it is the nonlinear hyperear hyperplane for classification with maximal margin in
plane which provides a better classification of data. The
this higher dimensional space and generating boundaries
kernel develops a non-linear hyperplane for classification
between classes of data. C > 0 is fault or penalty paramof 26
theJul
data
which
is bestter as most of the datasets in the
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eter for the error term which is allotted when prediction
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mapped using a linear SVM which promisses.
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us
with
a
linear
hyperplane. RBF can provide results
The four basic kernels are:
T
for
when
the
relation
between
class labels and attributes is
• linear: kxi  xj  = xi xj .
T
d
non-linear.
Linear
SVM
is
a
special
case of RBF as per• polynomial: kxi  xj  = xi xj + r ,  > 0.
formance
of
linear
SVM
with
fault
parameter
C is same
• radial basis function (RBF): kxi  xj  = exp−xi −
2
for RBF kernel with some fault parameter (C V ).
xj  ,  > 0.
• sigmoid: kxi  xj  = tanhxiT xj + r.
3.5. Cross-Validation and Grid Search
RBF kernel depends on two parameters which are responsible for its performance: C and  which is required for
3. DATA PROCESSING
calculation.
We need to calculate the best C and  for a
3.1. Categorical Features
given
problem
as it is not known before hand, as it can
One of the basic requirements of SVM is that the real
be
any
depending
on the values; some kind of parameter
numbers are represented as vectors so that a hyperplane
search
must
be
done
so that it provides a better insight
can be generated. So the categorical attributes are to be
to
the
problem
statement.
This helps us to choose a good
first converted to numeric data and store and send it back
(C,

so
that
we
can
accurately
predict unknown data
to svm for operation. Better to use m numbers to represent
(i.e.,
testing
data)
and
give
a
better
and close solution to
an m-category attribute, this makes things easier. One of
the
theoretical
values.
A
most
common
method used to
the numbers is one, and others are zero so that there are
divide the dataset in two set, one the known and the other
differences between different classes of data. Example, we
unknown which is then calculated. The accuracy is then
take a three-categorized attribute such as {red, green, blue}
know by the difference between the predicted value and
can be represented as (1, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1), and (0, 1, 0)
the value already present in the dataset and more proand this way other data can also be differentiated. From
gressively tells us about the performance of the classiexperience we can tell that, if in a attribute the number
fier. A better and a improved form of this procedure is
of values are too large, this method will be more stable
called cross-validation In v-fold cross-validation, in this
than using a less number and if becomes large then it
there is division of dataset into training set of v subsets
creates problem and it is better to use neural networking
of equal size this way we increase the number of test and
algorithm [5].
2624
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unknown data. One of the subset is then tested by the classifier trained on the remaining subsets which increases the
number of data to train the system. Thus the accuracy is
known by the percentage of data correctly classified using
this validation process and knowing the difference between
the predicted and known value. The cross-validation overcomes the problem of over fitting by dividing the dataset
in parts which gives a proper look of the hyperplane and
takes every data in consideration.

4. DIMENSIONALITY REDUCTION

Classification of Heart Disease Using SVM

d-dimensional encoding of x.
Reconstruct test example: x̂ = Uy = UU T x
4.1. Advantages of Dimensionality Reduction
• It reduces system overhead as its saves space and time
as number of features are reduced.
• Improve the performance of the model as it removes
the multi-collinearity and gives a more effective machine
learning model.
• Visualizations of data become easy as it more easily to
visualize data in 3d than in 2d which gives us a proper
perspective.
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Dimensionality reduction aims to transform high dimensional data into a desired low-dimensional representation
using the covariance matrix and operating on it. Principal
4.2. Stratified k-Flod Cross Validation
components analysis is a technique or tool for dimensionSample space of K-fold is created like dataset is divided
ality reduction and is one of the best as it let us reduce the
into different number of folds. Data is partition or divided
number of features to develop a two dimensional hyperin K equal sized samples to increase the train and test data.
plane. It takes a dataset with dimensionality ‘n’ and then
Of the k folds one of the test is chosen as test data and the
reduces its dimensionality using covariance matrix so that
other k − 1 folds are considered as train data to train the
the data remains in a linear subspace and don’t deviate
model. This cross validation process is repeated k times
much from this linear subspace.
as each fold acts as a train data at least once to increase
PCA is a technique in which takes a number of features
the accuracy. Then the error from each is taken and then
and reduces its dimensionality by reducing the number of
averaged to give us a clearer picture of the accuracy of
features and generating new features so that it remains in
the prediction model. The advantage is that in any model
the linear subspace which is also known as feature extracwe want to maximize both the number of data available as
tion technique. This maps the dataset of d dimensionaltrain
we want that there is as much data so
ity subspace to a new dimensionality
of k where k <On:
d. Sun,
IP: 45.148.234.231
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2020data,
15:34:38
that
the
system
can
The new k dimensions are called the principal
components
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(PC) and each PC is mapped towards maximum variance byofIngenta
model,
this model increase both the test data and train data
except the variance that are already accounted for in all
and lets us give a better prediction model.
its previous components so that the data features effect
In classification problems the folds are selected in such
on result is not lost. The first component covers the large
variance while the subsequent components cover lesser
a way that there is not much difference between the means
variance to give a close data at the end of dimensionalof each folds so that there is not much deviation in the
ity reduction. The Principal Components mathematically
datasets and disrupt the average taken in the last to know
looks like Eq. (2) as,
the accuracy. This is repeated cross-validation procedure
in which this procedure is repeated m times, giving us m
PCi = a1X1 + a2X2 + · · ·+ adXd
(2)
portioned sample data from the original dataset to get a
even more accurate system model. Then the average of all
Where PCi—Principal Component ‘i’; Xj—Original feathe m subsamples are taken to give a single estimation.
ture ‘j’; aj—Numerical coefficient for Xj.
A common choice for K is 10. Large number of folds
For high dimension dataset the dimensionality reduction
create
a problem that the bias of error estimator is tiny
is done first than applying k-nearest neighbor algorithm to
but the variance is very large. The time overhead of the
be safe from the problems created by the dimensionality
computation is also large as it takes more time to compute
in order to avoid the effects of the curse of dimensionalfor each subsample as it creates a large number of folds
ity as more the features more the problem created for the
and this increases the computational overhead as shown
k-nearest neighbors algorithm.
below.
Algorithm 1.
t
T
T
Recover basis: calculate XX = i=1 xi xi and let U =
4.3. Python Implementation
eigen vectors of XX T corresponding to the top d eigen
fromsklearn.cross_validationimport
values.
StratifiedKFold
Encode training data: Y = U T X where Y is a d × t
matrix of encodings of the original data.
sklearn.cross_validation.StratifiedKFold
T
(labels = [0 0 1 1], n_folds = 2,
Reconstruct training data: X̂ = UY = UU X.
Encode test example: y = U T x where y is a
Shuffle = False, random_state = none)
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5. PROPOSED SYSTEM APPROACH
Our approach is to try different classifier and compare
which one of those works better for the dataset of heart
disease. The classifiers that have been compared are Linear SVM, Non-linear SVM and Stratified K-Mean on the
vector representation of Cleveland dataset. For our project
purposes, we try to run our classifiers for 60/40 where use
60% for as training classifiers and 40% as for testing their
predictions respectively as shows in Tables I and II. Cleveland dataset (303 instance and 14 attributes). Our first step
is to apply dimensionality reduction and for that purpose
we have use Principal Component Analysis (PCA) with
5 components (less number of folds). Once the PCA has
been applied on the original X value where X is the feature set, our feature set is reduced to X_new which is a
vector representation of 303 samples x 5 features and used
as the test data. Then we try 60/40 split of X_new where
60% of X_new is used to train the SVM classifier and

Fig. 2. Classification of dataset.

40% of X_new is used to test and preedict the accuracy by
which the predictions are made by the different classifiers.
Figures 1, 2 shows the out of linear SVM model.
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Table I. Problem-1 60/40 data split.

5.1. Proposed Procedure
• Vectorize the data in the form recognized by SVM.
Classifier
• Simple scaling of data is done so that data variance
Linear SVM
80
55
decreases.
Non-linear SVM
100
49
• Selected the RBF SVM Kx y = e − kx − yk 2 being
(kernel ‘RBF’)
a nonlinear svm.
Stratified k-mean
100
55
• Cross-validation is done to compute C and  used for
cross validation
penalty
IP: 45.148.234.231 On: Sun,
26 Juldistribution.
2020 15:34:38
(kernel ‘RBF’)
Copyright: American Scientific
Publishers
• Now the
parameters calculated is used in prediction
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and .
Table II. Problem-1 80/20 data split.
• Test.
Classifier
Linear SVM
Non-linear SVM
(kernel ‘RBF’)
Stratified k-mean
cross validation
(kernel ‘RBF’)

Classification accuracy
(X_new) (%)

Classification accuracy
(X_new-split) (%)

Classification accuracy
(X_new) (%)

Classification accuracy
(X_new-split) (%)

81
100

59
57.37

100

54.23

6. RESULT ANALYSIS
To our observation, with 80% of data for training and
20% data for testing and integrating all severity classes
into one that would indicate presence of heart disease
improved accuracy of our classifiers as compared to what
we observed.

Fig. 1. Output of linear SVM model.
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7. CONCLUSION
Based on the results shown above and experiments performed, it shows that input data plays an important role
in prediction along with machine learning techniques they
act together to find a near and accurate prediction. As is
seen in the dataset, provided, we have labels from 0 to 4
on basis of severity where the labels of 4 are hardly 13
and when we split the data into train and test, the number become very less which is nothing but noise and can
be removed from the dataset by using filtering techniques
and hence the linear model will be available to predict
the outcome much better with absence of noise and by
means of folds we increase the accuracy of the prediction
and make sure that the data is not very much varied and
biased. Moreover, PCA has again proven that we can get
rid of similar feature set and still obtain predictions with
great efficiency and get a reduced dimensionality data.
Moreover, we have conducted tests using non linear RBF
kernel which is a normal first choice and then validating against linear SVC kernel which outperformed RBF in
split case as it provides a nonlinear hyperplane of classification. Most importantly, the above experiment not only

helped us in predicting the outcome, also gave us valuable
insights about the nature of data and features, which
can be used in future to train our classifiers in a much
better way.
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